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The 14 papers in this research topic were solicited primarily from
attendees to the two most important hands-on workshops in
neuromorphic engineering: the Telluride Neuromorphic Cognition
Engineering Workshop (www.ine-web.org) and the Capo Caccia
Cognitive Neuromorphic Engineering Workshop (capocaccia.ethz.
ch). The papers show the results of feasibility studies of new
concepts, as well as neuromorphic systems that have been con-
structed from more established neuromorphic technologies. Five
papers exploit neuromorphic dynamic vision sensor (DVS) events
that mimic the asynchronous and sparse spikes on biology’s optic
nerve fiber (Delbruck and Lang, 2013; O’Connor et al., 2013; Rea
et al., 2013; Brandli et al., 2014; Camunas-Mesa et al., 2014; Clady
et al., 2014). Two papers are on the hot topic (based on largest
number of views) of event-driven computation in deep belief net-
works (DBNs) (O’Connor et al., 2013; Neftci et al., 2014). Two
papers use floating gate technology for neuromorphic analog cir-
cuits (Gupta and Markan, 2014; Marr and Hasler, 2014). The
collection is rounded out by papers on central pattern generators
(Ambroise et al., 2013), neural fields for cognitive architectures
(Sandamirskaya, 2014), sound perception (Coath et al., 2014),
polychronous spiking networks (Wang et al., 2014), and auto-
matic parameter tuning for large network simulations (Carlson
et al., 2014).

REGARDING THE EVENT-BASED VISION PAPERS
Brandli et al. (2014) report on a novel method for rapidly and
cheaply tracking a flashing laser line using a DVS, which is aimed
at building a fast obstacle detector for small ground-based robots,
such as vacuum cleaners or toy cars. Particular novelties in this
paper are the adaptive temporal filter and the efficient algorithmic
update of the laser line position.

Delbruck and Lang (2013) report on the detailed implemen-
tation of a fun robotic goalie, which uses a DVS to help track the
balls and robot arm. The paper includes measurements of USB
latency. The novelty in this paper is the self-calibration of the
goalie arm so that it can be rapidly placed in a particular place in
visual space. Both of the preceding two papers include YouTube
citations to videos and both have open-source implementations.

Rea et al. (2013) report on the integration of a stereo pair
of DVS sensors with the iCub robot, and how they are used for
quick, low power saliency detection for the iCub. In particular,

the Koch-Ittie visual saliency model was adapted to event-driven
sensors and many experiments were done to characterize its
effectiveness and efficiency.

Camunas-Mesa et al. (2014) reports on a stereo vision system
that uses a pair of their DVS cameras together with an FPGA that
computes low level oriented features. This paper has a wealth of
characterization results.

Clady et al. (2014) report the first results of computing the
old problem of time to contact (TTC) for a moving entity from
DVS events. They take a geometrical approach in order to extract
low level motion features from the DVS events to obtain the TTC
information. This paper includes robotic experiments.

REGARDING EVENT-DRIVEN DEEP NETWORKS
O’Connor et al. (2013) present the first of the papers to focus
on event-based learning and networks. Their system also uses a
DVS, as well as an AEREAR2 binaural silicon cochlea, to build
a spike-based DBN for recognizing MNIST digits presented in
conjunction with pure tones. They demonstrate that a DBN con-
structed from stacks of restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs)
is valuable for learning and computing sensor fusion. They also
show that a DBN’s recurrent persistent activity is useful partic-
ularly with sparse event-driven sensor input. This network was
trained off-line, and then the weights were transferred onto the
spiking network.

Neftci et al. (2014) report on the same target application of
MNIST digit recognition, but their paper takes a further step by
proposing how a network of integrate and fire neurons can imple-
ment a RBM, and can be trained with an event-driven version
of the well-known contrastive divergence training algorithm for
RBMs.

REGARDING FLOATING GATE TECHNOLOGY
Two papers show the versatility of floating-gate (FG) circuit
approaches. Marr and Hasler (2014) describe a collaborative
project started and effectively completed during the Telluride
2008 workshop as a representative of the possible opportu-
nity at any of these workshops. In this case, the opportunity
was enabled through the use of large-scale field programmable
analog arrays (FPAA) as a mixed mode processor for which
functions can be compiled enabling a range of circuit, system,
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and application design. The focus was on stochastic compu-
tations that are dynamically controllable via voltage-controlled
amplifiers and comparator thresholds. From Bernoulli vari-
ables it is shown that exponentially distributed random vari-
ables, and random variables of an arbitrary distribution can
be computed. The trajectory of a biological system com-
puted stochastically with this probabilistic hardware results
in a 127X performance improvement over current software
approaches.

Gupta and Markan (2014), report on a FG adaptive system for
investigating self-organization of image patterns. They describe
adaptive feature selectivity as a mechanism by which nature opti-
mizes resources so as to have greater acuity for more abundant
features. The authors look to exploit hardware dynamics to build
adaptive systems utilizing time-staggered winner-take-all circuits,
exploiting the adaptation dynamics of FG transistors, to model an
adaptive cortical cell.

REGARDING OTHER TOPICS IN NETWORK ARCHITECTURES
Wang et al. (2014) report results from a polychronous multi-
neuron chip. Polychronization is the process in which spikes
travel down axons with specific delays to arrive at a common
target neuron simultaneously and cause it to fire, despite the
source neurons firing asynchronously. This paper shows digi-
tal and analog tradeoffs and offers advice for scaling to future
technologies.

Ambroise et al. (2013) describe a neuromorphic implementa-
tion of a network of 240 Central Pattern Generator modules mod-
eling the leech heartbeat neural network on a field programmable
gate array. It uses the Izhikevich neuron model, implemented as
a single computational core, time multiplexed to update all the
neurons in the network. In order to fit the digital implementation
to the data from the biological system without implementing all
the detailed synaptic dynamics, which would take up too many
resources, they propose a new synaptic adaptation model: an
activity-dependent depression synapse.

Sandamirskaya (2014) leverages the relationship between
dynamic field theory networks and neuromorphic circuits using
soft winner take all circuits (WTA) to formally describe the equiv-
alence between the two and establish a common ground. It sets
a possible roadmap for the development of cognitive neuromor-
phic systems using WTA implementations.

Coath et al. (2014) describes a pattern recognition network
implemented using a column of three neurons in which the
columns are connected via axons with delays that explicitly
depend on the distance between the columns. The networked is
trained using spike-timing dependent plasticity and it is shown
that the performance of the network is robust to natural varia-
tions in the input stimuli.

Carlson et al. (2014) address the significant problem of finding
solutions in the enormous parameter space found in implemen-
tations of spiking neural networks by proposing an automated
tuning framework. Their approach uses evolutionary algorithms
implemented on graphics processing units for speed. They use
an objective function based on the Efficient Coding Hypothesis
to tune these networks. In their example, they demonstrate the
evolution of V1 simple cell responses. Using GPU parallelization,
they report 65x speedups over CPU implementations.

SUMMARY
Amidst the promises offered by projects with major chunks of
funding in neuromorphic engineering like HBP, BrainScaleS,
SpiNNaker, and TrueNorth, this research topic offers a refresh-
ing glimpse into some of the current actual accomplishments in
neuromorphic systems engineering and applications.
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